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Technological innovation for body contouring
Alexandre Nunes
Plastic & Laser Clinic, Brazil

Everyday technology becomes more and more effective treating the body contour. In this study 60 patients were treated 
with noninvasive technologies. The no invasive technologies used were: The vanquish treatment that has plaques emitting 

radiofrequency, which causes an intense heating of the fat on the subcutaneous cellular tissue, causing cellular destruction of fat by 
weakening fat cell walls and apoptosis by death of the cell nucleus. Patients underwent six sessions of vanquish, once per week per 
area, on abdomen, flank, culottes or arms. The measurement tool of the treated area was the Ibody 770 biopedance device, which 
measures the fat per segment. A reduction of abdominal, leg or arm circumference loss was observed. There is a significant difference 
in results, at a statistical significance level of 15% in all variables, which means that the device reduces the measures significantly. 
There is average reduction of 8.34% v.
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